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Soc et Tuum
The intelligent members of the legislature of

Pennsylvania denied the right of the people of the
counties to decide for themselves whether or not sa-
loons should be licensed or not. The saloons are to be
crammed down the throats of the people whether they
want them or not.

But there is some spirit of reform even in such an
abattoir of popular government known as the Penn-
sylvania legislature. A bill is now under consideration
to soak with fine and solitary confinement the hilarious
imbecile who would pound a tin pin and throw old
shoes around whenever a respectable couple gets mar-
ried.

These cheerful vampires who make discord around
the marriage hall are sapping the foundations of the
Keystone government, and the knightly toreadors at
Harrisburg propose to put an end to the infamy.

That is right; in the words of the Latin poet, soc
et tuum.

Coinage
According to the Statistical Abstract, there was

$96,223,528 worth of gold and silver mined in the
United States in 1911. Os this $62,634,125 were
coined. These metals, after being mined by various
processes, wpre refined and converted into money in
the United States mints.

The liquor traffic is also in the business of coining
money. It coins not metals, but the smiles and hopes
of childhood, the roses on the cheeks of womanhood,
the prospects of the unborn, the strength of manhood,
human health and happiness, our homes, the minds of
eur youth, the lives of men, the honor of the nation,
the hope of heaven—these the saloon is in business
of coining into money for its till, and raises the cry of
persecution because the people show a decided dis-
position to shut down its damnable mints.

The Foe of Life
Formerly alcohol was believed by many persons

to be a medicine, possessing tonic and stimulating
properties. Others flattered themselves that at least
drinking alcohol would do them no harm.

Modern science, however, has thoroughly exposed
the fallacy of these old-time opinions. It has stripped
from alcoholic liquors the mask of delusion and ig-
norance and revealed the form of lurking death. In
fact, science has shown alcohol to be the implacable,
unrelenting foe of all forms of life, animal and vege-
table—a veritable upas.

Dr. J. J. Ridge found that as small an amount of
alcohol as one part to 2,000 parts of water retarded
the germination of cress seeds, and that one part to
100 (about one-fifth the alcoholic strength of beer)
actually killed the seeds. In Prof. Hodge’s experi-
ments, 5 per cent alcoholic solutions (beer strength)
killed twenty-nine thirtieths of the cells of the yeast
plant.

Dr. B. W. Richardson’s experiments showed that

as low an alcoholic strength as to one to 3,000 was
fatal to fresh water medusae. Water fleas succumb in
a solution of one drop of alcohol to 40,000 of water.

Exhausted experiments have conclusively shown
the deadly effect of even weak alcoholic solutions on
the development of the eggs of the blue bottlefly
(Ridge), sea-urchin (Ziegler), domestic hen (Ovize
Fere), and fish (Stockard). The injurious action of
alcohol on mammalian embryonic life has been dem-
onstrated by such careful investigators as Bunge,
Hodge, Laitenin, Demme, Nicloux, Carriere, Stockard
and many others.

The effects of alcohol on adult persons are seen
in the lowered vitality, lessened resistance to infection,
organic diseases and death of drinking men. Any adult
life, it matters not how robust and vigorous, will
succumb to the poisonous effects of alcohol if suffi-
cient amounts be taken, as has often happened in
whisky-drinking bouts on wagers. The value of alco-
hol as a preservative is due solely to its life-destroying
property. Science has proclaimed alcohol to be IN-
CARNATE DEATH.

See That Hump ?

That destitution and want exist in this land of
unexampled abundance is unthinkable. It hurts the
pride not a little to admit it.

The winter season, however, forces this humiliat-
ing fact upon public attention. Whence comes pov-
erty? Why should it exist in a country of unparalleled
opportunity and abundance of remunerative work?
Many reasons, such as thriftlessness and extravagance,
have been given. It is noticeable that drink is rarely
assigned as a reason. The people have not yet come
to recognize to any great extent alcoholism as a cause
—the greatest cause of destitution and pauperism.

Bishop Phillips Brooks says “if intemperance were
swept out of our country there would be hardly enough
poverty left to give healthful exercise to our charitable
impulses.” The late General Booth, than whom few
persons have had better opportunity to observe the
actual relations between alcoholism and poverty says,
“Nine-tenths of the poverty, squalor, vice and crime
spring from this poisonous tap-root.”

It is a matter of universal observation that the
expulsion of the liquor traffic results in a decrease as
crime, insanity, idiocy and poverty.

Over one-half of the counties in Kansas have no
paupers. This wretched business is not only convert-
ing our thrifty citizens into paupers, but is piling up
enormous expenses on the tax paying public in caring
for the dependents the traffic creates.

A lot of tin-horn politicians who wouldn’t know
Blackstone from beef broth are scared stiff for fear
the “constitooshun” is going to be torn to shreds.

Too many study their neighbor’s faults closer than
they do their Bible.

A hypocrite never fools anybody but himself.
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